UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON
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1. Date: February 2, 2018
2. Item: UH Katy Academic Building Update
3. Requesting Department: College of Engineering, College of Nursing
4. Contact Names & Phone Numbers: Dr. Kathryn Tart, x2-8218, Dr. Hanadi Rifai, x3-4271, Brenda Svetlik, (361) 510-4823, Ed Mader, x3-6288
5. Presenter: Ed Mader
6. Recommendation/Action Requested: Approval
7. Summary:

During the electronic voting period the committee requested that the pedestrian crossing between the parking lot and the building entry be relocated to a more convenient and readily used location near the front door. Several members also expressed concern that there was sufficient tree shading on the plaza, and that the deletion of a theater from the current program had adverse effects on the entry lobby.

The design team agrees that the crosswalk should be relocated and that shade trees should be planted to better shade the plaza. The theater was omitted from the design due to space and budgetary considerations. The design team is aware of the importance of the building’s arrival sequence and has created a 10,000 SF, two story lobby that can be constructed with the current space and budgetary constraints.

8. Proposed Start Date: 06/2018
9. Supporting Documentation Description: Renderings
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